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 As one of the largest long term shareholders of Flughafen Wien (“FLU”) we welcome the interest that IFM has demonstrated in the 

company. 

 However we believe that the offer to buy a 10% stake at a price of €100/share significantly undervalues FLU and does not sufficiently 

compensate existing shareholders for the substantial reduction of remaining free-float. 

 We are surprised by the Austrian takeover commission´s apparent decision that a quasi-delisting and material reduction in free float of 

one of the regions’ best infrastructure assets does not require a full takeover offer.  

 Over the last couple of years FLU’s management team as been doing a world-class job at creating value: 

 Operational progress based on a clearly communicated strategy 

 Reliable and growing dividend payment 

 A tripling of net income and a third higher margins in a low-growth environment full of macro crises 

 It’s our expectation that management will continue to outperform improving operating results and consequently steadily growing 

dividends. 

 By paying €100/share IFM is keeping a disproportionate part of this value creation while further reducing the modest free float. Our 

analysis shows a fair price of at least €124/share1, implying an estimated EV/EBITDA 2015 of 10.8x, below the peer median of 11.3x2. 

At €100/ share, we are not interested in tendering our shares and cannot recommend that other shareholders follow suit 

Executive summary 

1) Equivalent to the median for the bottom of the range of the different valuation approaches shown on slide 6 (excluding transaction multiples). 

2) Based on 2015E estimates for the peer group, adjusted data from Bloomberg as of 30/03/2016. Peer group includes AENA (12.7x), Fraport (8.9x), ADP (10.9x), and Flughafen Zuerich (11.7x). 
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Source: company data 

Management has demonstrated an outstanding execution track record 

Revenues (€m) 

Net income (€m) and Dividend (€/share) 

EBITDA (€m) and EBITDA margin 

Net Debt (€m) and Net Debt / EBITDA 
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CAGR 2011-15: +3% 

Div CAGR 2011-15: +19% 

CAGR 2011-15: +10% 

NI CAGR 2011-15: +34% 
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Since the last IFM offer in 2014 a lot has changed at FLU... 

Source: company data 

2014 2015 Change 

22.5 million 22.8 million +1.3% 

EBITDA margin: 

39.7% 

EBITDA margin: 

42.0% 
+2.3pp 

Net Debt: €506.2m Net Debt: €466.0m -7.9% 

€ 1.65/ share €2.00/ share +21.2% 

Despite the crisis in CIS/ Russia pax 

numbers are up ... 

... and once again management has 

achieved strong productivity gains ... 

… which has contributed to a continued 

reduction of financial leverage ... 

… and increased shareholder 

remuneration. 
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... As well as market valuations for the sector 

 

Source: Bloomberg, company data, Petrus Advisers 

1) Calculated based on end year data for 2014. 

2) 2015 Net debt vs. 2014 Net debt. 

3) Based on FLU’s 2016 EBITDA estimate (before Malta stake increase) of at least €280m.  

EV/EBITDA evolution after first IFM offer 

Implied FLU share price based on median EV/EBITDA for the peer group (€/share)  

 82  
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 31  
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13/10/2014 EBITDA increase Multiple expansion Net debt reduction 30/03/2016 
1 3 

Median EV/EBITDA multiples 

13/10/2014: 8.6x 

30/03/2016: 10.9x 

2 
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7.0x 
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FLU AV Equity AENA SM Equity FRA GY Equity ADP FP Equity FHZN SW Equity Median 



€75 €85 €95 €105 €115 €125 €135 €145 €155

EV/EBITDA

P/E

Transaction 
multiples

Residual 
income

FCFE

DCF 130 146 

84 117 

97 144 

124 137 

129 143 
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Illustrative valuation overview: IFM offer substantially undervalues FLU 

1) Petrus Advisers estimates. 

2) Based on the median for the deals of Stansted (EV/EBITDA 15.9x), Edinburgh (EV/EBIT 30.7x), and  as estimated for London City  (EV/EBITDA 28x). 

3) Petrus Advisers estimates for FLU. Based on 2016E estimates for the peer group, adjusted data from Bloomberg as of 30/03/2016. Peer group includes AENA (12.2x EV EBITDA, 20.0x P/E), 

Fraport (8.6x, 17.0x), ADP (10.4x, 22.4x), and Flughafen Zuerich (10.8x, 23.5x). 
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This document is issued by Petrus (UK) LLP (“Petrus”) which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”).  It is only directed at 

those who are Professional Clients or Eligible Counterparties only (as defined by the FCA).   Securities will only be offered for purchase or sale pursuant to 

the term sheet which must be read in their entirety.  

The information included within this presentation and any supplemental documentation provided is confidential and should not be copied, reproduced or redistributed 

without the prior written consent of Petrus. The information and opinions contained in this document are for background purposes only and do not purport to be full or 

complete and do not constitute investment advice.  No reliance may be placed for any purpose on the information and opinions contained in this document or their 

accuracy or completeness. No representation, warranty or undertaking, expressed or implied, is given as to the accuracy or completeness of the information or opinions 

contained in this document. 

Investment information   Any investment with Petrus should form part of a diversified portfolio and be considered a long term investment. Past performance should not 

be used as a guide to future performance, which is not guaranteed. The value of an investment and any income from it fluctuate and therefore an investor may not get 

back the amount invested.  Prospective investors should be aware that returns over the short term may not match potential long term returns and should always seek 

independent financial advice before making any investment decision.  

Risks involved   Currency movements may affect both the income received and the capital value of investments in overseas markets. Where a fund or strategy invests in 

fast growing economies or limited or specialist sectors it may be subject to greater risk and above average market volatility than an investment in a broader range of 

securities covering different economic sectors.   

Detailed information can be obtained from Petrus (UK) LLP, 100 Pall Mall, London, SW1Y 5NQ; or by telephoning 0207 933 88 08 between 9am and 5pm Monday to 

Friday; or by visiting www.petrusadvisers.com. Telephone calls with Petrus may be recorded.  

This presentation therefore does not constitute an offer, invitation or inducement to distribute or purchase shares or to enter into an investment agreement by Petrus in 

any jurisdiction in which such offer, invitation or inducement is not lawful or in which Petrus is not qualified to do so or to anyone to whom it is unlawful to make such offer, 

invitation or inducement.  

Investors should take their own legal advice prior to making any investment. In particular, investors should make themselves aware of the risks associated with any 

investment before entering into any investment activity. The information contained in the presentation shall not be considered as legal, tax or other advice. All information 

is subject to change at any time without prior notice or other publication of changes. 
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Disclaimer  


